Angle-distance image matching techniques for protein structure comparison.
Proteins that contain similar structural elements often have analogous functions regardless of the degree of sequence similarity or structure connectivity in space. In general, protein structure comparison (PSC) provides a straightforward methodology for biologists to determine critical aspects of structure and function. Here, we developed a novel PSC technique based on angle-distance image (A-D image) transformation and matching, which is independent of sequence similarity and connectivity of secondary structure elements (SSEs). An A-D image is constructed by utilizing protein secondary structure information. According to various types of SSEs, the mutual SSE pairs of the query protein are classified into three different types of sub-images. Subsequently, corresponding sub-images between query and target protein structures are compared using modified cross-correlation approaches to identify the similarity of various patterns. Structural relationships among proteins are displayed by hierarchical clustering trees, which facilitate the establishment of the evolutionary relationships between structure and function of various proteins.Four standard testing datasets and one newly created dataset were used to evaluate the proposed method. The results demonstrate that proteins from these five datasets can be categorized in conformity with their spatial distribution of SSEs. Moreover, for proteins with low sequence identity that share high structure similarity, the proposed algorithms are an efficient and effective method for structural comparison.